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By Sir Clements R. Markham

Cambridge Library Collection, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In this 1895 survey of the life
and works of James Rennell (1742-1830), the geographer and historian Clements R. Markham (1830-
1916) describes him as the greatest geographer that Great Britain has yet produced . The book was
published in the Century Science Series , which narrated the lives and works of exemplars in each
area of science, and Markham goes on to explain why Rennell should be the chosen representative
of geography. He was an explorer both by sea and land, a map compiler, a physical geographer, a
critical and comparative geographer, and a hydrographer. Rennell is probably best remembered
for the surveys of western Asia (also reissued in this series) in which he attempted to match modern
to classical sites, but his professional career was spent as an army surveyor in India and Africa.
Markham s account of Rennell s life concludes with an examination of his geographical legacy.
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A top quality ebook and the font employed was exciting to read. Of course, it can be enjoy, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Your life
span will likely be transform once you full reading this book.
-- Phyllis Welch-- Phyllis Welch

This composed pdf is great. This can be for all those who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. I am just happy to explain how this is actually
the finest pdf we have go through inside my own daily life and could be he greatest publication for ever.
-- Conr a d Hea ney-- Conr a d Hea ney
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